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Welcome to the European Soccer Pro Academy located in 
Toulouse, France!

Situated in the heart of southwestern France, Toulouse is a vibrant and 
culturally rich city that serves as an ideal location for aspiring soccer 
players to develop their skills and pursue their dreams.

At the European Soccer Pro Academy, our mission is to cultivate a 
new generation of soccer athletes who embody excellence, integrity, 
and a deep passion for the sport. We are dedicated to providing a 
transformative environment that not only hones technical and tactical 
skills but also instills the values of teamwork, sportsmanship, and 
personal growth. Through a holistic approach to player development, 
we aim to nurture well-rounded individuals capable of making a positive 
impact on and off the field.

MISSION STATEMENT

Our vision at the European Soccer Pro Academy is to be a beacon 
of innovation and leadership in soccer development, setting the 
standard for excellence in player education and performance. We 
aspire to create a dynamic and inclusive community where aspiring 
talents from diverse backgrounds converge to reach their full potential. 
With a commitment to pushing the boundaries of conventional training 
methodologies, we envision our graduates becoming not only elite 
athletes but also ambassadors of the sport, contributing to the 
global soccer community with skill, character, and a deep sense 
of responsibility.
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4FACILITIES

Our European Soccer Pro Academy in Toulouse, in collaboration with CREPS 
de Toulouse, is equipped with state-of-the-art facilities, designed to provide 
the optimal environment for player development. We understand that top-quality 
training facilities are essential to nurturing young talent and enabling players to 
reach their full potential.

STATE-OF-THE-ART FACILITIES

1 Av. Edouard Belin, 31400 Toulouse, France

Our academy boasts multiple training fields that meet the highest standards in 
the industry. These meticulously maintained natural grass and turf pitches 
provide the perfect surface for honing technical skills, tactical understanding, and 
physical conditioning.

TRAINING FIELDS
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At our Toulouse location, we have a dedicated performance center where 
our players can focus on their physical fitness and overall conditioning. The 
performance center is equipped with cutting-edge equipment and staffed by 
experienced trainers who work closely with our players to optimize their athletic 
performance.

PERFORMANCE CENTER

Education is a fundamental aspect of our academy, and we have well-equipped 
rooms where players can continue their studies alongside their soccer 
training. Additionally, our analysis rooms provide a space for coaches and 
players to review matches, analyze game footage, and identify areas for 
improvement.

ANALYSIS ROOMS

FACILITIES



LODGING
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The hotel provides well-appointed, modern rooms that are designed to ensure a 
comfortable and relaxing stay. Each room is thoughtfully furnished with comfortable 
beds, a work desk, a flat-screen TV, and a private bathroom. You can rest assured 
that you’ll have a pleasant and peaceful environment to unwind after a day of training.

MODERN AND SPACIOUS ROOMS

As an academy participant, we understand the importance of a healthy diet. Montempo 
offers rooms with a kitchenette, equipped with essential amenities such as a 
refrigerator, microwave, and stovetop. This allows you to prepare your own meals and 
maintain your dietary requirements during your stay.

KITCHENETTE FACILITIES

LODGING

We are dedicated to providing our athletes with the best possible experience during 
their training and stay with us. As part of our commitment to excellence, we have 
partnered with Montempo + Toulouse Cité Internationale – Appart Hôtel, a 3-star 
hotel, to offer comfortable and convenient accommodation for our academy participants.

17 Rue Sainte-Catherine, 31400 Toulouse, France

Montempo is an ideal choice for our athletes, combining the comforts of home with the 
amenities of a hotel. Here are some key features of the accommodation:

Appartments Garden Free WIFI Non smoking bedrooms

Private shower Heater/Fans Baggage storage room Elevator
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Indulge in a varied menu featuring an array of options, from freshly baked 
pastries to cereals, yogurt, and seasonal fruits. With a focus on fresh and 
nutritious choices, our breakfast offerings provide the fuel you need for 
your training sessions. Enjoy the convenience of a well-organized buffet-
style setup. Fuel up, connect with fellow athletes, and embrace each day at 
the European Soccer Pro Academy with a satisfying breakfast that sets the 
tone for success.

FRESH BREAKFAST

Boucherie Charcuterie Traiteur Loubatieres, a renowned culinary establishment, 
will be providing our athletes with delicious and nourishing lunch and dinner 
options during their stay at the European Soccer Pro Academy. With a 
reputation for excellence in food preparation and a commitment to quality, 
Loubatieres offers a delectable selection of meals that cater to various 
dietary preferences and nutritional needs. On a daily basis, Chef Damien 
concocts a variety of hot and cold dishes, made from fresh market produce. 
Their menu is designed to fuel your body and satisfy your taste buds. By 
partnering with Loubatieres, we ensure that our athletes receive the highest 
standard of cuisine, allowing them to focus on their training and enjoy a well-
rounded culinary experience throughout their time at the academy.

HEALTHY LUNCH AND DINNER

LODGING



SOCCER TRAINING
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At European Soccer Pro Academy, we pride ourselves on providing top-notch training to aspiring 
soccer players who dream of reaching the highest levels of the game. Our comprehensive 
training program is designed to develop not only your technical skills but also your tactical 
understanding, physical fitness, and mental resilience, making you a well-rounded and 
competitive player on the field.

SOCCER TRAINING

DURATION
From September 2024 

to June 2025 (10, 6 or 3 
months available)

ELIGIBILITY
For male athletes who are 

at least 18 years old in 
September 2024

LOCATION
Toulouse, France

LEVEL
Advanced to elite level

TRAINING
5 days per week
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ALL COACHES ARE UEFA A LICENSED

SOCCER TRAINING

Soccer has been the driving force behind Souchon’s life for as long as he can remember. 
Since the age of 13, Souchon has been actively involved in professional soccer clubs. He had 
the privilege of being recognized as one of the top 20 U17 players in Toulouse, France, 
which provided him with invaluable experience. Subsequently, Souchon embarked on a 
journey to broaden his horizons, playing for teams in Thailand, Singapore, and the Central 
African Republic.

Building upon his playing career, he transitioned into coaching. In 2014, his dedication and 
expertise were acknowledged as he achieved certification as an A Level Coach from UEFA.

Souchon began his coaching tenure in Toulouse and later joined the prestigious Paris Saint-
Germain Academy Miami, in Florida, USA in 2017. In 2022, he became the Director and Head 
Coach of the Paris Saint-Germain Academy Pro Residency USA. One year later, Souchon 
decided to come back to Europe and launched the European Soccer Pro Academy 
(ESPA) in Toulouse, France.

MEET OUR TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
OUR TEAM OF EXPERTS

ISSOUMAÏLA DAO
Soccer Coach

IBRAHIMA KARAMOKO
Physical Therapist

THOMAS BOSSENEC
Soccer Coach

SERGE SOUCHON
Technical Director
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SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Our training program focuses on enhancing your technical 
abilities, including dribbling, passing, shooting, and ball 
control. Through rigorous drills and exercises, we aim to 
sharpen your skills and develop your muscle memory, 
enabling you to execute precise movements instinctively 
during matches.

TACTICAL UNDERSTANDING

Understanding the intricacies of the game is essential to 
becoming a successful soccer player. Our tactical training 
sessions will teach you how to read the game, position 
yourself effectively, and make intelligent decisions on 
the field. You will learn different playing styles, formations, 
and strategies to adapt to various match scenarios.

PHYSICAL CONDITIONING

Soccer demands a high level of physical fitness. Our 
coaches will work with you to improve your endurance, 
speed, strength, and agility. We believe that a well-
conditioned athlete can perform at their best throughout the 
entire match and reduce the risk of injuries.

MENTAL TOUGHNESS

In addition to physical training, we prioritize mental 
conditioning. Soccer is a mentally demanding sport, and 
our mental coaches will provide you with tools to build 
mental resilience, focus, and confidence. You will 
learn how to overcome challenges, stay composed under 
pressure, and maintain a winning mindset.

TRAIN LIKE A PRO, PLAY LIKE A CHAMPION!

SOCCER TRAINING
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VIDEO ANALYSIS
At the European Soccer Pro Academy, we’re dedicated to providing our athletes with the most advanced 
tools to sharpen their skills and enhance their performance. In our Pro Training program, we’ve harnessed 
the power of cutting-edge technology through the use of Veo Camera.

Our Veo Camera is your game-day companion, capturing every crucial moment of your performance on the 
field. Its intelligent tracking system ensures that no detail escapes our watchful eye. This technology brings 
your game to life in an immersive and comprehensive way, offering an unparalleled view of your performance 
from every angle.

SOCCER TRAINING



FRENCH COURSES
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At European Soccer Pro Academy, we believe that education is an integral part of personal growth 
and success, complementing our rigorous soccer training. We are proud to announce our exclusive 
partnership with Alliance Française de Toulouse, a prestigious institution renowned for its 
commitment to teaching the French language and promoting cultural exchange.

FRENCH 
COURSES 

(MANDATORY)

17.5 hours per week

FRENCH 
LEVEL
All levels

ELIGIBILITY
For male athletes 

who are at least 18 
years old in

LOCATION
Toulouse, France

Alliance Française de Toulouse is renowned worldwide for its exceptional language instruction. Our 
students will benefit from highly qualified and experienced teachers who use interactive and 
immersive teaching methods to ensure effective language acquisition.

TOP-NOTCH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

3-3 bis place Guy Hersant, 31400 Toulouse, France
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Beyond language instruction, our partnership with Alliance Française de 
Toulouse offers cultural immersion experiences that enrich our students’ lives. 
From cultural events to exploring French history and traditions, we ensure 
that learning extends beyond the classroom walls, fostering a deep appreciation 
for the French way of life.

CULTURAL IMMERSION BEYOND 
THE CLASSROOM

FRENCH COURSES

Mastering French not only enhances communication on and off the field but 
also opens up unique opportunities in the soccer world. As one of the most 
widely spoken languages in international soccer, proficiency in French can lead 
to exciting career prospects and collaborations with clubs and players from 
French-speaking regions.

LANGUAGE AND SOCCER: A 
WINNING COMBINATION



RESIDENTIAL LIVING
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WEEKLY SCHEDULE*

*Schedule subject to change. / **If player is ready to join the French amateur club (decision taken by Technical Director).

7:00 AM

8:00 AM

8:30 AM

9:00 AM

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

12:30 PM

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

5:30 PM

6:00 PM

7:00 PM

8:00 PM

9:00 PM

9:30 PM

TYPICAL WEEKENDMONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

BREAKFAST BREAKFAST BREAKFAST BREAKFAST BREAKFAST

GYM GYM

TRANSPORTATION TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION

FRENCH COURSES FRENCH COURSES FRENCH COURSES

TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION

FREE TIME

EXPOSURE TRAINING 
IN FRENCH AMATEUR 

CLUB**

EXPOSURE TRAINING 
IN FRENCH AMATEUR 

CLUB**

FREE TIME FREE TIME FREE TIME

FREE TIME FREE TIME FREE TIME

DINNER DINNER DINNER

FREE TIME

TRANSPORTATION TRANSPORTATION TRANSPORTATIONTRANSPORTATION

LUCH LUCH LUCH LUCHLUCH

FRENCH COURSES FRENCH COURSES

PRO SOCCER TRAINING PRO SOCCER TRAINING PRO SOCCER TRAINING

TRANSPORTATION TRANSPORTATION TRANSPORTATION

MENTAL/PHYSICAL 
CONDITION

MENTAL/PHYSICAL 
CONDITION

SPECIFIC POSITION 
TRAINING

SPECIFIC POSITION 
TRAINING

TRANSPORTATION TRANSPORTATION TRANSPORTATION

VIDEO ANALYSIS VIDEO ANALYSIS VIDEO ANALYSIS

LEISURE & EXCURSIONS

TEAM-BUILDING ACTIVITIES

HIGH-LEVEL GAMES

PHYSICAL THERAPY

HOMEWORK

RESIDENTIAL LIVING
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Living on campus creates a strong sense of community and camaraderie 
among our students. Friendships formed within our residential community 
often last a lifetime. Our students come from diverse backgrounds and 
cultures, creating a dynamic and enriching atmosphere where they can learn 
from one another.

A SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY
At the European Soccer Pro Academy, we understand that life 
off the field is just as important as your time on it. That’s why 
we take pride in offering a diverse range of leisure activities 
and exciting excursions for our students in the residential 
program. Whether you’re exploring the historic streets of European 
cities, enjoying team-building adventures, or simply relaxing in our 
comfortable accommodations, our boarding program is designed to 
enhance your overall experience.

LEISURE AND EXCURSIONS

RESIDENTIAL LIVING
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Immerse yourself in rich cultural experiences with our year-round cultural trips at the European 
Soccer Pro Academy. These excursions not only offer a break from rigorous training but also 
foster cultural appreciation and personal growth. Get ready to embark on a journey that goes 
beyond the field, allowing you to truly embrace the vibrant tapestry of European culture while 
pursuing your soccer dreams.

5 UNFORGETTABLE CULTURAL TRIPS 
AVAILABLE ALL YEAR LONG

RESIDENTIAL LIVING

BAGNÈRES-DE-
LUCHON

France

PARIS
France

BORDEAUX
France

ARGELES-SUR-
MER
France

BARCELONA
Spain



EXPOSURE &
 OPPORTUNITIES
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At the European Soccer Pro Academy, we understand that the journey to 
becoming a professional soccer player often includes significant milestones 
along the way. Our program provides a platform for our players to gain 
valuable experience in our respected amateur soccer club partner, 
Toulouse Metropole Football Club. This exposure not only enhances 
their skills but also acts as a potential gateway to a promising career in 
professional soccer.

TOULOUSE METROPOLE FUTBOL CLUB.

NUMBERS OF 
TEAMS

14

COMPETITION
Coupe de France (2023) Senior 

Regional 1

NUMBERS OF 
PLAYERS

800+

NUMBER OF 
FIELDS

8

JERSEY
COLORS
White and black
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OUR PROCESS TO JOIN OUR FRENCH 
AMATEUR CLUB PARTNER
OBSERVATION

The journey of players from the European Soccer Pro Academy to our esteemed French amateur club 
partner begins with a meticulous process of observation. Our coaching staff keenly assesses the talents 
and potential of each player within the academy, identifying those who exhibit exceptional skills and 
dedication to the sport. This initial phase serves as a foundation for the players’ progression, laying the 
groundwork for the transformative steps that follow.

PREPARATION

Once identified, selected players undergo a comprehensive preparation phase that is a hallmark of the 
European Soccer Pro Academy program. Our dedicated coaching team invests time and expertise 
to hone the skills, tactics, and overall prowess of these aspiring athletes. Through rigorous training 
sessions, personalized coaching, and exposure to advanced methodologies, players are equipped with the 
tools necessary to meet the elite standards expected by the French amateur club. This intensive preparation 
is a testament to our commitment to nurturing well-rounded players ready for the challenges that lie ahead.

JOIN THE FRENCH AMATEUR CLUB

The ultimate goal of the European Soccer Pro Academy is to seamlessly transition players into the French 
amateur club. To join this prestigious club, players must demonstrate an elite level of skill and determination. 
The crucial decision lies in the hands of our Technical Director, who meticulously evaluates each 
player’s readiness for the championship level in the French amateur club. This selective process 
ensures that only the most prepared and capable individuals move forward, creating a pathway for our 
players to excel on a broader stage. The strength of the Pro Academy program lies in its ability to not only 
identify potential but to effectively prepare and guide players to meet the rigorous standards of the French 
club, fostering a legacy of excellence.

Our academy has strong connections within the 
soccer community, and we actively support 
our players in securing spots in high-level 
French amateur clubs. This networking can 
be invaluable for your soccer career, as it can 
lead to further professional opportunities and 
exposure to scouts and agents.

SCOUTING AND 
NETWORKING 
OPPORTUNITIES



TESTIMONIALS 
& SUCCES STORIES
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WORDS OF SUCCESS FROM OUR ATHLETES

MATIAS R TOBON

Signed at Atlético Nacional S.A., Colombian
professional football club based in Medellin.

AHMED YAQUB

- Ul 7 Palestine Youth National Team player
- U13, U14 & U15 Inter Miami CFAcademy 
(MLS/MLS NEXT) player.

SAM

Coach Serge’s practices are very 
intense and well thought out. I take a 
lot of quality touches on the ball from 
passes and crosses. Coach Serge 
takes soccer seriously and he is a very 
respectable person.

Player
DIDIER J.B.

I’ve been playing and training with coach 
Serge for a while. I drastically became a 
better player with those training, improved 
by a lot with my movement on and off the 
ball tactically and technically!

Player
CHRISTIAN M

Coach Serge is phenomenal coach that I 
give full credit to in helping me become a 
better player on the pitch. His approach, 
realistic drills are tailored towards game 
related situations has helped me better 
understand the game.

Player
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FULL BOARD ACCOMODATION

RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
BOYS ONLY

Up to 20 hours of Pro training / week
17.5 hours of French courses / week
Exposure trainings with French clubs
Access to state-of-the-art facilities
Video analysis
Individualized player reports

Full board Accommodation
4 meals per day
Transportation
Uniform kits
Leisure and local excursions
Flight to France not included

5 Cultural trips (additional fees)

An application fee of €500 is due upon enrollment.

€5,500
per month (total of €55,000)

10TH MONTH
PROGRAM

€5,850
per month (total of €35,100)

6TH MONTH
PROGRAM

€6,200
per month (total of €18,600)

3TH MONTH
PROGRAM
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WITHOUT BOARDING ACCOMMODATION

DAY PROGRAM
BOYS ONLY

Up to 20 hours of Pro training / week
17.5 hours of French courses / week
Exposure trainings with French clubs
Access to state-of-the-art facilities
Video analysis
Individualized player reports

2 meals per day (lunch & snack)
Uniform kits
Full board Accommodation not included
Transportation not included
Leisure and local excursions not included
Flight to France not included

An application fee of €500 is due upon enrollment.

€2,000
per month (total of €20,000)

10TH MONTH
PROGRAM

€2,250
per month (total of €13,500)

6TH MONTH
PROGRAM

€2,500
per month (total of €7,500)

3TH MONTH
PROGRAM
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CHOOSE YOUR TRYOUT OPTION
We understand that every player has a unique journey, which is why we offer two convenient options for 

tryouts. Join us in Toulouse for an immersive on-field experience at our Tryout Camps, where you’ll engage 
in dynamic sessions and receive personalized coaching. Alternatively, for those unable to attend in person, 

we provide Online Tryouts, allowing you to showcase your skills from the comfort of your location. 
 

The choice is yours—pick the option that suits your path to soccer success and embark on this 
exciting journey with us!

TRYOUT CAMPS IN
TOULOUSE, FRANCE

MARCH - MAY 2024

ONLINE
TRYOUTS

ALL YEAR LONG



FOLLOW AND TAG US
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

@europeansoccerproacademy

https://www.instagram.com/europeansoccerproacademy/
https://www.facebook.com/europeansoccerproacademy/
https://www.tiktok.com/@europeansoccerproacademy
https://www.linkedin.com/company/europeansoccerproacademy/
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